
DURING THE PAST FEW DECADES, advanced tele-
scopes and high-tech satellites have opened huge
windows of understanding into the worlds that sur-
round us. They have allowed us to study the sur-
faces (as well as sub-surfaces) of many of the plan-
ets, moons, asteroids, and comets that share our
local neighborhood. They have even given us evi-
dence for the existence of more than one hundred
other planets orbiting nearby stars. Perhaps the most
significant result of all this technology is the grow-
ing body of evidence that our solar system is a spe-
cial and supernaturally created place.

The wealth of new data in recent years has been
causing secular theories and models in astronomy to
rapidly change. This is a testimony of their failure to
make adequate explanations and accurate predic-
tions, two of the most important cornerstones for
scientific theories. The most widely-accepted ideas
about the origin and development of our solar sys-
tem are currently riddled with holes, as many secu-
lar scientists openly admit. In our January meeting,
speaker Brandon Church will examine these theo-
ries, and expose the tremendous problems they
have.

As part of our study, Brandon will also lead us on

a fascinating and picture-filled tour of the planets
and major moons in the solar system, paying special
attention to the uniqueness and beauty of each.  
This presentation will be an updated version of the
one Brandon gave in August of 2007, supplemented
by PowerPoint slides. It will also include new cal-
culations on the probability of the amazing preci-
sion in the solar system, along with two hand-outs!

THIS MONTH’S DSA MEETING WILL BE HELD ON

Saturday, January 17, 2009, from 9 to 11:30 AM. Be
sure to join us as we are updated on this subject!

“The heavens declare the glory of God; the skies proclaim the work of his hands”  Psalm 19:1-6
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Morning meeting
9am on the 

third Saturday,
Jan. 17, 2009
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Chance or Design?
Precision, Probabilities & PowerPoint!

The Solar System: by Chance or Design?

Mutations, random accidental changes which
are passed on to the offspring by heredity, are
claimed by evolutionists to be the reason for the
many kinds of living things in the world around
us. If they are right, here is a great new way for
General Motors to get out of its financial bind:
Instead of designing new cars, let
accidents caused by collisions
determine the shape of the new
GM models. One year they
could run one off a cliff and
build all of that years
models like that one.
Another year they could
flip one over the median
into the face of oncoming
traffic. Each would be
changed by an accidental
mutation that would redesign the car. What a
glorious discovery for the directors of General
Motors! Or not! In fact, most of you are think-
ing, “That’s stupid!” and are about to quit read-
ing this idiotic article.

I don’t blame you. That is exactly what we
should do with articles that claim that random
mutations were responsible for developing the
living things around us. Evolutionists claim that
hummingbirds were not designed, but developed
from normal birds which in turn, had mutated

from a small animal that glided down from the
tree tops. Even many evolutionists are not able
to swallow these claims. Some say, “It happened
that way because God directed the mutations.”
The orthodox evolutionist position, however, is

that living things have resulted
from completely unguided 
random mutations.

In spite of the apparent
authority of the schools and
textbooks that promote this
position, the heads of most
people are screwed on too
well to believe it. Even
though evolution is pop-
ular, they take a more

reasonable position. When they see a bicycle,
they know that the reason it looks designed is
because it was. In fact, reasonable people know
that everything parked at the side of their street
looks designed because it was designed.

Then, when they see a bat at twilight nailing
mosquitoes at break-neck speeds with pinpoint
accuracy, most will think the bat was designed
too. The idea goes well with the fossils. The ear-
liest bat fossils look like bats, not like mice that
are beginning to “mutate”.

by Tom Heinze
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Thank you to everyone who was a part of
sponsoring the Institute for Creation
Research’s Science, Scripture & Salvation
radio program for the last two years. Individ-
ual contributions did not always meet the
monthly cost, so a number of times DSA had
to make up the difference. With the downturn
in the economy it is not feasible to continue at

this time. Though direct feedback response
was limited, be assured that the Lord always
blesses His message and we can be confident
He has used this program for His glory.

You can still hear these excellent programs
on your computer, I-Pod, or MP3 player at:
http://www.icr.org/radio/.  Just select a topic
and click on “Listen Now.”

Science Scripture & Salvation Broadcast Update

Will Mutations Rescue GM?

 



Dennis Petersen, is the founder
of the Creation Resource
Foundation, and author of
Unlocking the Mysteries of
Creation. His multimedia semi-
nar by the same name is spell-
binding. Petersen is one of the
world’s leading authorities on
ancient civilizations.

Eric Hovind,the President of
Creation Science Evangelism
of Pensacola, Florida. Eric is a
master communicator present-
ing facts with humorous wit
that will keep you on the edge
of your seat. His information
arsenal destroys evolution.

Paul Veit, is known as the
“Dinopastor”, a paleontologist
and creation evangelist, who
captivates children & adults
with his presentation, Stones
and Bones, Claws and Jaws. He
is founder of Declare God’s
Wonders Creation Ministry,
Bridgeton, Maine.

Dr. Dennis Swift, conference
host and author of the book,
Secrets of the Ica Stones and
Nazca Lines: Proofs That
Dinosaurs And Man Lived
Together, is considered to be
the leading authority on
dinosaurs and man living
together.

Book: $11

DVD: $1850

Book: $14

Book: $8
DVD: $16

Book: $5

If the snow delayed your plans to get some of
these materials—no worries—we have plenty
more at the DSA Booktable!

This upcoming NW Creation Conference will feature speakers
Dennis Petersen, Eric Hovind, Dennis Swift and Paul Veit.
Register early—call or check website for more details!

Call: 503-590-8327  •  Or check 
website at: www.creationnw.org

Call: 503-590-8327  •  Or check 
website at: www.creationnw.org

Topics at this conference will include:
• The Dangers of Evolution  • Fossil Evidence for Creation & the Flood
• The Lies in Your Textbooks  • Hi-Tech Pharaohs & Ancient
Technology  • Stones & Bones, Claws & Jaws  • Unlocking the
Mysteries of Civilization  • The Last Inca Runners & the Dinosaurs

Northwest Creation Conference
Saturday, February 7, 2009
Columbia Conference Center, Holiday Inn Portland Airport
8439 NE Columbia Boulevard • Portland, OR

 


